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TIME SHARED COMPUTER SERVICE 
ANNOUNCED BY GENERAL ELECTRIC 

Conference guests had an opportunity to 
hear the announcement from General Electric 
concerning the expansion of i ts  commercial time- 
sharing computer service. The service was said 
to  enable manufacturers to  prepare coded tapes 
for NC machine tools in a fraction of the time 
required by manual methods. 

Speaker E. L. McCleary said that "using 
the new capabilities of GE time-sharing service, 
parts programmers or other manufacturing speciak 
ists can now go directly from engineering drawings 
to  ready-to-run tapes in a few hours or less  . " 
Through teletypewriter terminals in their plants, 
NC users may "telephone the computer" to create 
accurate, economical tapes in minimal time. 

Reprinted from NC Scene, A p r i l  1968, 
with permission from 
Numerical Control Society, Inc. 
Copyright 1968. 
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Time Shared Is Time Saved 
Everybody in the computer industry or in an in- 

dustry that uses computers knows about time shar- 
ing-but the proportions of this development are 
just beginning to be realized. There is hardly a 
new computer system announced today that does 
not offer at least a token time-sharing capability. 

And most systems go well beyond token capabil- 
ity. General Electric Co. last week made the latest 
and perhaps the most extensive announcement in 
this area. G E  has expanded their commercial time- 
sharing service to enable manufacturers to prepare 
coded tapes for N/C machine tools. 

What makes GE's announcement unique is the 
service, software and general know-how that back 
up this offer. They have available, proven, field- 
tested programs for point-to-point machine tools 
so that a user can go from his engineering drawing 
to a finished tape in a couple of hours without ever 
leaving his ofice and without knowing much about 
computer programming. 

And, according to E. L. McCleary, manager, 
marketing, Information Service Dept., General 
Electric, contouring capability will be available be- 
fore the end of the year. = 

Reprinted by General Electric Company 
from I ron Age magazine, Apr i l  ll, 1963. 
Copyriglted 1968, Cnilton Company. 
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Proaramm3r.s (above) at Numerical Cutting Inc. send data via te:etype to GE computer. 

PBua u' in an NC program 
Bethesda, Md.: Metalworking compa- 
nies in 61 cities can now use General 
Electric's time-sharing computer service 
[PW, April 8, '68;p.lI to program nu- 
merically controlled machine tools faster 
than ever before. 

GE's new hookup enables parts pro- 
grammers and other specialists to go 
directly from engineering drawings to 
ready-to-run tapes in a few hours or 
less. The process used to take days using 
manual methods. Numerical Cutting 
Inc., Buffalo, N.Y., a subcontract parts 
manufacturer, is one of 40 initial users. 
The parts maker can prepare a tape in 
1% hours by computer that required 
over 45 man-hours by manual methods. 

The system eliminates time-con- 
suming manual solving of geometry 

problems. The computer does all the 
figuring and sends back the results by 
EL4 (Electronic Industry Assn.) coded 
tapes, which the programmer feeds into 
the machine  tool.^ 

The programmer sends his tool de- 
scription and problem over ordinary 
telephone lines on an office teletype- 
writer. He doesn't need previous corn- 
puter experience, nor does he have to 
learn any formal programming lan- 
guages. Reason: GE's setup employs 
symbols and English-like words similar 
to those used in manual programming. 

Tools that can be adapted to the svs- 
tem include two-axis or three-axis, 
point-to-point, numerically controlled 
machines, automatic drills, milling ma- 
chines, jig borers or punch presses. 

Fees for the time-sharing service are 
$10 per connect hour of on-line time 
and 4@ per second of computer time 
uscd. GE charges $2.50 per program 
storage unit (1,536 characters) per 
month. Teletype service is obtained 
from the local telephone companies and 
varies from $85 to $150 per month, de- 
pending on the equipment ordered. 

Numac Corp., Cleveland, says the 
GE service is cheaper than using its 
own in-house computer. Reason: The 
company pays only for the computer 
time it actually uses. 



R e p r i n t e d  w i t h  p e r m i s s i o n .  
C o p y r i g h t  1968 
P e n t o n  P u b l i s h i n g  Co. 

Programmers a t  Numerical Cutting 
Inc., custom sub-contract ports manu- 
facturer, use remote terminal connected 
to service center to prepare N/C 
punched tape. 

7lme Sharing Service 
For N/C Tape Preparation 

IT SEEMS that many individuals users is a key element in the ex- This type of benefit is exempli- 
are more than slightly overwhelmed plosive growth of computer time- fied by a new series of library 
by the physical presence of a com- sharing services. And the growth programs for numerical control 
puter and the formalized proced- has been explosive. As one ex- users that General E l e ~ t r i c ' ~  Corn- 
ures attending its use. These people ample, the Information Service puter Time-Sharing Service has 
find it difficult to believe that Dept., General Electric Co. reports developed, The series includes 
they are not slaves to a machine. that there are more than 50,000 three programs that enable users 
And even when a computer is users of their Time-sharing Ser- to obtain EIA coded punched tapes 
available, such people will ignore vice. The service is available in 61 a t  their teletypewriter terminals 
it rather than put up with ad- metropolitan areas in this country for two-and three-axis point-to- 
ministrative red-tape and time (some are served by long distance point N/C machine tools. 
delays in using it. telephone contact with a computer One program (NCPTS) accepts 

Typically, this "who needs it?" center located in another city). a description of the workpiece (in 
attitude can be changed rather Charges for the service are based terms of points, lines, etc.) and 
easily. The procedure is to provide upon the cost of leasing a Teletype develops a list of X-Y coordinate 
the skeptic with suitable intro- terminal (from $85 to $150 per pairs. A second program (NCPPP) 
ductory material, expose him to a month); $10 per hour of terminal uses these coordinates, instructions 
keyboard terminal remote from the time; four cents per second of about the machining operation, and 
computer, and allow him some computer time; and $2.50 per pro- a description of a machine too] to 
hands-on experience in "convers- gram storage unit. For a typical prepare the actual control tape 
ing" with the computer. The prob- user the total monthly costs would format. The third program 
lem-solving nature of man takes probably be in the $300 to $500 (NCEIA) converts the control tape 
over and he soon teaches himself range. format into EIA code and directs 
that a computer can be a useful In addition to providing users a the punching of a master control 
tool. And with confidence estab- way to gradually move into corn- tape a t  the teletypewriter terminal. 
lished, he learns that he can, in- Puter use, service centers will un- The programs have been under 
deed, become master ,of the ma- doubtedly have another ]~ng-run  development and field testing for 
chine. There is one danger in this beneficial effect on the whole corn- nearly two years. Additional library 
technique: the use might appear Puter scene. Because their future programs are being developed for 
so simple that the former skeptic depends on serving a wide variety contouring, milling machines, and 
begins to see a computer-oriented of users in many diverse industries, hthes. 
solution to  every problem! they must concentrate on improv- 

Undoubtedly, this impact on ing software. 
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Time-sharing computer for NC tape 
General Electric is offering a time-sharing computer 
service for preparing point-to-point NC tapes via a 
data link hook-up. The system makes available to you 
the calculating features of a general-purpose comput- 
er as well as storage facility and computing time for a 
post processor (or as many post processors as you 
want to commit to storage). 

Hen's how it works. The programmer, using a time- 
sharing terminal, describes the geometry of the par- 
ticular workpiece in terms of points, lines, and circles. 
He uses a vocabulary of his own choosing rather than 
any formal programming language. NCPTS$, the GE 
time-sharing program, now creates a Point Coordi- 
nate File from this information and provides the pro- 
grammer with a hard copy in the form of an X-Y 
coordinate print-out list. 

Next the programmer enters a set of instructions 
needed to direct the NC machine tool through the 
machining operations required to produce the part. 
This set of symbolic instructions is known as a Part 
Program. Using a Machine Tool Description File (post 
processor) previously committed to storage, the com- 
puter now employs its NC Point-to-Point Processor 
(NCPPP$) program to translate the Point Coordi- 
nate File and the Part Program into actual control 
tape format. 

In the final step, another GE time-sharing program 
(NCEIA$) converts this control tape to EIA code and 
punches an NC master control tape at the remote 
time-sharing terminal. 

Advantages of the system4omputer assisted part 
programming. 

Reprinted with permission. Copyright 1968 
McGraw-Hill, Inc. 
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Drawings Go Direct To NC Tape 
TIME SHARING computer service is enabling 
manufacturers to  go directly from engineering 
drawings to NC tapes in a few hours or less, 
reports General Electric Co. With the GE sys- 
tem, the programmer uses a typewriterlike key- 
board in his office to communicate with the 
computer via telephone lines. No computer ex- 
perience or new programming language is neces- 
sary, GE claims. The programmer retains com- 
plete control of the tapemaking by using GE 
library programs t o  describe and analyze part 
geometry, calculate X-Y coordinates, and other 

information. l'apes for most two and three-axis 
point-to-point NC machine tools can be produced 
and additional programs for contouring, milling 
machines, and lathes are being developed. C. J. 
Buzzelli (pictured), plant manager, Quality Gage 
& Mfg. Co., Cleveland, reports he used the sys- 
tem and produced a tape in 4 minutes that man- 
ually would take 1,300 calculations and two or 
more days to prepare. 

R e p r i n t e d  w i t h  p e r m i s s i o n .  C o p y r i g h t  1968 
The  P e n t o n  P u b l i s h i n g  Company 



Tooling & Manufacturing 

Just the Beginning 
GE Manager Indicates 

PHILADELPHIA - Numerically controlled parts p r e  
gramming, from engineering drawing to ready-to-run tapes 
will be possible in a new expansion of computer time service 
by General Electric Co. 

The firm unveiled the development here last week during 
the annual parley of the Numerical Control Society. Describing 
it was E.L. McCleary, manager, marketing information ser- 
vices department. 

The service is c~rrently limit- manual numerical control pro- 
ed to N/C tapes for 2 and f axis gramming. 
point to point numercial control A series of work saving com- 
machine tools. Mr. McCleary puter programs has also been 
said it is merely a preview of developed and stored in the OE 
things to come after this year, time sharing library. One, 
including multiaxis controls and NCPTS, is used to describe the 
a special computer language. geometry of the piece to be ma- 

Through teletypewriter ter- chined in terms of points, lines 
minals in plants, users can call and circles in reference to a 
on telephone lines and use OE's common coordinate system. 
nationwide chain of Computers The computer does the calcu- 
to create accurate and econom- lations and sets up a list of X-Y 
ical tapes within hours. Time coordinate point pairs, which 
saved means more time can be are stored. Another program, 
devoted to improved machining NCPPB, is used to prepare the 
techniques, better machinery actual control tape format for a 
utilization and work flow prob- special machine tool and nu- 
lems. Charges for the average merical control combination. 
user probably would run from Still another, NCEIA, converts 
$300 to 5500 a month. the control tape format into EIA 

LaII&Wage is Nearly EneUsh (Electronics Industries Associ- 
OE time sharing uses a num- ation)code and directs the punch- 

ber of symbols and English-like ing of master control tape at 
words similar to those used in the teletypewriter terminal. 

Reprinted wi th  permission. Copyright 1968 
F a i r c h i l d  Pub l i ca t ions ,  Inc. 
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